
04080: "a month started in sweden feeling quite overtaken but a big show in 

gothenburg with not really much coming out of it in terms of promotion and also 

feeling hurt by myrthe during a big rave concert there but then gaining happiness 

hanging out with a very fun british artist and back in stockholm getting quite 

bored and quite intolerant of the mass in liselott's apartment but happy about 

settling august in the countryside and checking out his new school there and at 

last having some nice days in the netherlands biking quite a lot and then in italy 

only working hard on my case-study"

17066: "still a lot of animals seeing while in the swedish countryside spending a 

cold summer there and seeing mostly exotic animals interacting with humans both 

young and old and even naked females"

02040: "a period of okay sleep feeling quite affected first by an important 

exhibition and the artists i met there and then by the movies i watched while in 

sweden and later going to the netherlands getting quite influenced in my dreams 

about myrthe's work related stress and finally being most influenced by all the 

carpentering in my barn in the alps"

16094:  "leaving  sweden  that  it  was  quite  cold  and  rainy  to  come  to  the 

netherlands  and  also  find  it  quite  rainy  but  nonetheless  biking  a  lot  and 

experiencing the ever changing weather to then come to italy and find it very warm 

and feeling happy to be up the mountains although experiencing there also a very 

hot a humid day making the back of the basement floor in the barn all wet"

01150: "a month with not so much tools used to begin with trapped in august's 

swedish apartment and then going to the netherlands being very productive with my 

project doing a lot of painting an scanning and biking almost every day to at last 

come to my barn and working very hard from very early to very late cutting and 

building and painting my archive as well as putting up gyps walls with isolation 

to keep the room warm"

05093: "walking quite extensively back and forth to the beach in the beautiful 

djursholm and later mostly biking while in the netherlands but also walking a bit 

in  the  small  towns  i  reached  and  also  walking  mostly  to  the  supermarket  in 

culemborg and taking a walk with myrthe in utrecht before coming to italy and 

walking there in vicenza reaching francesco's house and in santa caterina only 

walking up to my field up the mountain to check the sunset"

14101:  "ideas  got  during  a  small  break  in  italy  and  then  mostly  in  london 

attending seminars but mostly taking long and lonely walks from the east side to 

the city and then to the netherlands before again going to sweden"

14102:  "ideas  got  first  in  sweden  quite  affected  also  by  commuting  and  the 

gypsies in the metro but then flying to san francisco and getting quite some ideas 

both while exploring a rancho san antonio and in santa cruz taking my host's kid



to the rides"

14103: "ideas got while in the mountains in italy climbing up several tops but 

also visiting the art biennial in venice and getting few ideas there"

15081: "very clean air to begin with while in holland often biking from culemborg 

to other small villages but then reaching italy and finding a dreadful traffic in 

vicenza and later going to the mountains to build my archive using a smelly 

synthetic  paint  and  cutting  wooden  boards  with  much  formaldehyde  as  well  as 

impregnating  the  structure  to  put  the  gyps  panels  and  also  breathing  in  the 

isolation while all the time being ventilated by the fresh mountain air"

13111:  "films  of  public  spaces  shot  while  in  sweden  walking  back  and  forth 

stockholm but also uppsala after many years going all the way to the viking burial 

ground and then in the netherlands mostly biking but also exploring small villages 

like buren and later utrecht while waiting for myrthe to check her students' 

exhibit"

10078: "people met at first while at a media and communication retreat dinning 

with a rather succesful yemenese professor and other doctorate students and then 

meeting a lot of people at my first quantified self conference such as one of the 

organizers and a volunteer who knew my old jewish girlfriend and but also other 

people i started talking to like a girl from venice and a russian living in the 

states"

04081: "a month being quite tight trying to finish the work in the barn for my 

case-study and later feeling quite distressed at myrthe's arrival but then being 

able to relax also with august around taking some proper days of vacation and also 

progressing in the barn feeling i can make it despite being completely alone"

18091: "a month spent in the mountains and enjoying the summer weather but also 

experiencing a most heavy powerful storm bending trees but nonetheless spending 

most of my time renovating the barn inside and experiencing a little bit more wind 

while taking occasional walks up the local mountains"

16095: "experiencing quite some different summer weather from the very hot and 

sticky one particularly going down the mountains and a drier still burning sun 

however with frequent storms in the evening and an heavy one blocking with hail 

the barn roof and making water coming inside but then also experiencing a colder 

weather going up the pasubio mountain and clouds with sunny afternoons"

12113: "beside all the killing in the muslim country now a lot of terror attacks 

throughout the world with brutal manners such as driving a truck through a crowd 

of tourists but also a failed a coup in turkey causing hundreds of deaths and war 

in south sudan as well as natural calamities particularly due to heavy rain in 

east asia"


